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Abstract
The molecular structure of stacked cyclic trinuclear gold(I) complexes [Au3 (RN=CR0 )3 ]n ,
with n = 1–4, where R = H, methyl (Me), cyclopentyl (c Pe), phenyl (Ph), and R0 = OH,
and methoxy (OMe) have been studied computationally at the second-order MøllerPlesset (MP2) and density functional theory (DFT) levels of theory. At the DFT level,
the aurophilic and dispersion interactions were accounted for by using the TPSS functional in combination with the semi-empirical D3 correction. The structure optimizations yielded the lowest energy for a slided stacked structure of the [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ]2
dimer, where monomers are slightly shifted relative to one another. At the MP2 level,
the slided structure is 32 kJ/mol more stable than the staggered dimer structure, which
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in turn is energetically 11 kJ/mol below the eclipsed structure. The calculations show
that aromatic ligands lead to a planar and prismatic structure of [Au3 (PhN=COMe)3 ]4 ,
whereas for [Au3 (c PeN=COMe)3 ]4 , a chair conformation is obtained due to steric effects. Excitation energies were calculated for [Au3 (RN=CR0 )3 ] and [Au3 (RN=CR0 )3 ]2
with R = H, Me, c Pe and R0 = OH and OMe at the time-dependent density functional
theory (TD-DFT) level using the optimized molecular structures of the singlet ground
state. To simulate the luminescence spectra, the lowest triplet excitation energy was
also calculated for the molecular structure of the lowest triplet state. The calculated
excitation energies of [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ] and [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ]2 are compared with
values obtained at the approximate singles and doubles coupled cluster (CC2) and
the second-order algebraic diagrammatic construction (ADC(2)) levels of theory. The
calculated absorption and emission energies reproduce the experimental trends, with
extremely large Stokes shifts. A solvoluminescence mechanism is also proposed.

Keywords: DFT, TD-DFT, MP2, CC2, ADC(2), semi-empirical dispersion correction,
aurophilic interaction, ultraviolet-visible spectrum, absorption spectrum, phosphorescence, Stokes shift, solvoluminescence.
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Introduction

Solid-state materials consisting of cyclic trinuclear gold(I) complexes are known for their exceptional molecular structure and photophysical behavior that lead to a wide range of interesting and potentially useful chemical properties such as metallophilic bonding, metal-metal
excimer bonding, and supramolecular assemblies. 1–24 In the solid-state, the trinuclear gold(I)
units form dimers, oligomers, or infinite molecular chains. 16 Molecular materials consisting
of the trinuclear gold(I) carbeniate complexes [Au3 (RN=CR0 )3 ]n belong to an interesting
class of phosphorescent metal-organic compounds 12,13,16 that may be used in a variety of
electronic devices such as emitting layers for phosphorescent organic light-emitting diodes
(PhOLEDs), down-conversion phosphors for inorganic LEDs, or as p-type semiconductors
in organic thin film transistors (OTFTs). 25

Figure 1: The molecular structure of the cyclic trinuclear gold(I) complex [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ]
(1). Gold, nitrogen, carbon, oxygen and hydrogen atoms are shown in yellow, blue, gray,
red and white, respectively.
The gold atoms of the individual [Au3 (RN=CR0 )3 ] complexes (R = H, methyl (Me), nbutyl (n Bu), cyclopentyl (c Pe), phenyl (Ph), and R0 = OH, and methoxy (OMe) form an equilateral triangle and the gold(I) atoms are bridged by three rigid RN=CR0 groups, as shown in
Figure 1. In the solid state, the material consists of extended chains of the [Au3 (RN=CR0 )3 ]
complexes, which are assembled through strong intermolecular aurophilic Au–Au interactions of 20-50 kJ/mol. 1,3,26,27 Solid-state materials of [Au3 (RN=CR0 )3 ] complexes with different structures have been synthesized. 14,16 The crystalline polymorphic forms include the
3

eclipsed (hexagonal prismatic), staggered (triclinic), staggered chair, stair-step, and slided
conformations as shown in Figures 2a–2e. The experimental values for the intermolecular
and intramolecular Au–Au distances in molecular materials consisting of [Au3 (RN=CR0 )3 ]
complexes with different substituents (R/R0 ) are summarized in Table 1. The intermolecular Au–Au distances are in the range of 3.220 Å to 3.675 Å, similar to the range of the
intramolecular Au–Au distances that are in the range of 3.266-3.339 Å in the trinuclear
units. Some of the solid-state structures are irregular with large differences in the intermolecular Au–Au distances, which may be a reason for the observed optical properties of
these materials. 16

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 2: The different stacking structures of the [Au3 (RN=CR0 )3 ] solid-state materials. (a)
chair, (b) stair-step, (c) eclipsed, (d) staggered, and (e) slided structures. The intramolecular Au–Au bonds are shown with solid lines and the intermolecular Au–Au distances are
indicated with dashed lines.

McDougald and coworkers have recently synthesized a number of trinuclear gold(I) complexes with structural and optical properties that depend on the bulkiness of n-butyl (n Bu)
and cyclopentyl (c Pe) substituents. 16 The conformations of the four basic solid-state structures are sketched in Figure 2. The slided structure shown in Figure 2e was discovered
computationally in this work. It is a novel conformation for this kind of solid-state materials
that can though be identified by carefully scrutinizing the X-ray structure of the gold complexes forming helical stacks. 28 In the [Au3 (c PeN=COMe)3 ] material, the molecular stacking is of type (a), where the monomers are assembled in the chair conformation leading
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to two intermolecular Au–Au distances of 3.466 Å, whereas in the [Au3 (n BuN=COMe)3 ]
and [Au3 (n BuN=COn Bu)3 ] solids, the stacking is of type (b) with the trinuclear gold(I)
units connected through a stair-step structure with the shortest intermolecular linked by
two Au–Au distances of 3.517 Å and 3.435 Å, respectively. The individual molecules in the
eclipsed ordered stack of [Au3 (MeN=COMe)3 ] and in the [Au3 (MeN=COn Bu)3 ] material
have a stacking of type (c) with three short Au–Au distances of 3.346 Å each in the former
and 3.437 Å, 3.481 Å and 3.484 Å in the latter. In the [Au3 (MeN=COn Bu)3 ] material,
the individual molecules aggregate with alternating direction of the RN=CR0 (R0 C=NR)
bridges. The disordered stack of the hexagonal polymorph of [Au3 (MeN=COMe)3 ] exhibits
the staggered stacking shown in Figure 2d.
Table 1: The experimental Au–Au distances (in Å) for [Au3 (RN=CR0 )3 ]n complexes that
exhibit intertrimer distances within 3.8 Å. Average values are given for polymorphs exhibiting
large variability. The abbreviations are Me = methyl, n Bu = n-butyl, n Pe = n-pentyl and
c
Pe = cyclopentyl. i denotes Ref. 14 and ii is from Ref. 16.
Compound Structure
Me/OMei Eclipsed (Hexagonal, ordered stack)
Staggered (Hexagonal, disordered stack)
Chair/Stair-step (Triclinic)
Eclipsed/Stair-step (Monoclinic)
n
i
Pe/OMe Stair-step (Orthorhombic)
Stair-step (Triclinic)
c
ii
Pe/OMe Chair (Triclinic)
Me/On Buii Eclipsed (Monoclinic)
n
Bu/On Buii Stair-step (Triclinic)
n
Bu/OMeii Stair-step (Monoclinic)

Intermolecular
3.346
3.384
3.220;3.528
3.28(3);3.48(3);3.65(3)
3.618
3.346;3.461;3.613
3.466
3.437;3.481;3.484
3.435;3.443
3.517;3.675

Intramolecular
3.308
3.280
3.339
3.31(2)
3.315;3.260;3.332
3.307(22)
3.269;3.290;3.321
3.280;3.292;3.297
3.291;3.304;3.292
3.266;3.322;3.333

The absorption and emission spectra of the trinuclear gold(I) carbeniate complexes have
been studied experimentally by the Balch and Omary groups. 12,14 The [Au3 (RN=COR0 )3 ]
compounds were found to absorb light in the ultraviolet (UV) region between c. 250-300 nm,
attributed to S0 →Sn transitions and at c. 320-390 nm (S0 -Tn ), whereas one or two emission
bands appear in the visible spectral region due to T1 →S0 and T2 →S0 phosphorescence
with extremely large Stokes shifts that are known to originate from drastic reductions in the
5

intermolecular Au–Au distances in extended excimers as compared to the ground state. 10,14,16
The Stokes shifts reported in this work are both the practical definition namely the energy
difference between the S0 →S1 absorption and the T1 →S0 emission (S0 →S1 · · · T1 →S0 ) and
the strict definition, which is energy difference between the S0 →T1 absorption and the T1 →S0
emission (S0 →T1 →S0 ). The former assumes that that the spin-allowed transitions dominate
the absorption spectra with weaker contributions from spin-forbidden transitions, which have
been observed in corrected luminescence excitation spectra. 29,30 The gold complexes studied
herein emit mainly from the lowest triplet state and in some cases also from the second
lowest triplet state. 14,16,31
In this work, we computationally model the molecular structures, the electronic structures
and optical properties of monomers, dimers, trimers, and tetramers of [Au3 (RN=CR0 )3 ]n
complexes representing building blocks of the infinite molecular stacks of the solid-state
materials. The molecular structures of a number of [Au3 (RN=CR0 )3 ]n cluster complexes with
R = H, Me, c Pe, Ph, and R0 = OH, OMe substituents have been constructed and studied at
the density functional theory (DFT) and ab initio correlation levels of theory. Absorption
and emission energies have been calculated at the time-dependent density functional theory
(TD-DFT), the approximate singles and doubles coupled cluster (CC2), and the secondorder algebraic diagrammatic construction (ADC(2)) levels of theory. The obtained Stokes
shifts are compared with available experimental data.
The article is organized as follows: Computational methods are described in Section
2. The molecular structures of the monomers, dimers and larger oligomers are discussed
in Sections 3–5. Calculated excitation energies of the monomers and dimers are compared
with experimental data in Section 6. A mechanism for the intriguing solvoluminescence
phenomenon is described in Section 7 and, finally, the main conclusions are summarized in
Section 8.
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2

Computational details

The molecular structures of the [Au3 (RN=CR0 )3 ]n (n = 1–4) complexes with R/R0 = H/OH,
Me/OMe, c Pe/OMe, Ph/OH, Ph/OMe have been fully optimized at the density functional
theory (DFT) level. 32 The TPSS functional combined with the D3 semi-empirical dispersion
correction was employed in the structure optimization. 33,34 The harmonic vibrational frequencies were calculated in order to assess whether the optimized TPSS-D3 structures are
true minima on the potential energy surface. The molecular structures of the singlet ground
state of the [Au3 (RN=COH)3 ]2 dimer were also optimized at the second-order Møller-Plesset
perturbation theory (MP2) level using the resolution of the identity approximation to speed
up the calculations. 35–38 The Karlsruhe triple-ζ basis sets augmented with polarization functions (def2-TZVP) have been used in all calculations. 36 The Stuttgart effective core potentials
(ECP) were used for Au in order to describe scalar relativistic effects. 39–41 The stacking energies have been corrected for basis set superposition errors (BSSE) by using counterpoise (CP)
corrections. 42 The Cartesian coordinates of the molecular structures are given as supporting
information (SI). The few lowest excitation energies were calculated at the DFT level using
the linear-response time-dependent density-functional theory (TD-DFT) approach 43,44 with
the B3LYP and the BHLYP functionals. 45–48 Excitation energies were also calculated at the
approximate second-order coupled-cluster (CC2) level 38,49 and at the second-order algebraic
diagrammatic construction (ADC(2)) level 50 using the resolution of the identity to speed up
the computations. 51 In the calculations on the excited states, solvent effects were taken into
account by using the continuum solvation model (COSMO) 52,53 with the relative dielectric
constant (r ) of 4.81 for chloroform (CHCl3 ). All calculations have been performed with
the Turbomole package version 7.0. 54,55 Figure 2 was made using the ChemBioDraw program. 56 The molecular structures in Figures 1, 3, and 5-8 are visualized using the Avogadro
program. 57,58 Figure 4 was made with Gnuplot. 59 The density differences in Figure 9 were
plotted using gOpenMol version 3.0. 60,61
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Molecular structure of [Au3(RN=CR0)3]

The trinuclear gold(I) complexes consist of three gold atoms that form an equilateral triangle, whose sides consist of bridging RN=CR0 groups. The intramolecular distances in the
individual [Au3 (RN=CR0 )3 ] moieties (1) shown in Figure 1 are not very sensitive to the
number of monomers in the stacks. The Cartesian coordinates of the molecular structures
optimized at the TPSS-D3/def2-TZVP and MP2/def2-TZVP levels of theory are given as
Supporting Information. Comparisons of the bond distances of the molecular ring show that
the bond lengths calculated at the TPSS-D3 and MP2 levels agree well. The calculated bond
distances are compared to experimental data in Table 2.
Table 2: Bond lengths (in Å) of the [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ] ring calculated at the MP2 and
TPSS-D3 levels are compared to experimental data for Au3 (MeN=COMe)3 .

Au–Au
Au-N
Au-C
C-N
C-O

MP2
3.350
2.020
1.943
1.303
1.346

TPSS-D3
3.421
2.064
1.995
1.308
1.355

Exp. 8
3.308
2.030
2.000
1.381
1.361

The intramolecular Au–Au distance in [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ] is 3.421 Å at the TPSS-D3
level and 3.350 Å at the MP2 level. The molecular structure of [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ] has not
been determined experimentally. [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ] is used here as reference point for steric
and electronic factor variations of experimentally relevant R/R0 combinations. The Au–
Au distances for [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ] calculated at the MP2 and TPSS-D3 levels are in good
agreement with the experimental value of 3.308 Å for [Au3 (MeN=COMe)3 ]. 14,16

4

Molecular structures of the [Au3(HN=COH)3]2 dimer

Optimization of the molecular structure of the [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ]2 dimer at the TPSSD3/def2-TZVP level of theory yielded the eclipsed (2), staggered (3) and slided (4) conform-
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ers shown in Figure 3. The RN=CR0 moieties of the stacked complexes can have two different
orientations with respect to each other. In the head-head (hh) structure the RC=NR0 moieties of the monomers are oriented in the same e.g., clockwise direction, whereas in the
head-tail (ht) structure the monomers are oriented in opposite directions leading to an alternating orientation of the individual molecules in the solid state. In the eclipsed hh conformer
(2), the two monomers are stacked on top of each other yielding a C3h structure, whereas
in the staggered hh conformer (3) of S6 symmetry the molecules are 60◦ rotated relatively
to each other. The eclipsed and staggered structures were obtained by imposing the corresponding symmetry, whereas in the fully unconstrained optimization, a slided conformer (4)
was obtained. The eclipsed structure (2) has three equivalent short intermolecular Au–Au
contacts of 3.376 Å, whereas the staggered conformation (3) has six equivalent but slightly
longer intermolecular Au–Au distances of 3.852 Å. The slided structure (4) has two shorter
intermolecular Au–Au distances of 3.579 Å and 3.622 Å and three longer ones of 3.730 Å,
3.731 Å and 3.767 Å.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3: The molecular structures of the (a) eclipsed (2), (b) staggered (3), and (c) slided
(4) conformers of [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ]2 optimized at the TPSS-D3/def2-TZVP level of theory.
The molecular structure of the lowest triplet state of [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ]2 optimized at the
TPSS-D3/TZVP level is shown in (d).

The BSSE corrected interaction energies are shown in Figure 4 as a function of the shortest intermolecular Au–Au distance for the eclipsed (ECL), staggered (STA), and slided (SLD)
conformers of [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ]2 . The BSSE corrected interaction energies were calculated
for fixed monomers of the ECL and STA structures as a function of the intermolecular distances along the symmetry axis. The interaction energy for the SLD structure was calculated
9

for fixed monomers at selected distances along an axis through the center of mass defined
by the positions of the Au atoms of the two trinuclear complexes.
TPSS−D3
ECL
STA
SLD

ECL
STA
SLD

0
∆E (kJ/mol)

0
∆E (kJ/mol)

MP2

−50
−100
−150

−50
−100
−150

2.5

3

3.5
R (Au−Au) Å

4

4.5

2.5

(a)

3

3.5
R (Au−Au) Å

4

4.5

(b)

Figure 4: The potential energy curve for the eclipsed (ECL), staggered (STA), and slided
(SLD) structures of [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ]2 calculated at (a) the TPSS-D3 and (b) the MP2
level as a function of the shortest Au–Au distance.
The intermolecular Au–Au distances corresponding to the energy minimum at the MP2
level are 3.3 Å and 3.7 Å for the ECL and STA structures. The corresponding distances
calculated at the TPSS-D3 level are slightly longer or 3.4 Å and 3.8 Å, respectively. For the
SLD structure, the energy minimum obtained at the MP2 and TPSS-D3 levels is 3.4 Å and
3.6 Å, respectively. The SLD structure is more stable than the ECL and STA ones. The
TPSS-D3 binding energy of the ECL, STA, and SLD dimers in Figure 4a are -74 kJ/mol,
-100 kJ/mol, and -130 kJ/mol, respectively. The SLD structure is 30 (32) kJ/mol below the
STA one, whereas the STA structure is 26 (11) kJ/mol more stable than the ECL structure.
The energy differences were calculated at TPSS-D3 level. The corresponding MP2 values
are given in parenthesis. Counterpoise (CP) corrections of 7 (61) kJ/mol have been taken
into account. The BSSE correction increases the Au–Au distance by 0.2 Å at the MP2 level.
The D3 dispersion correction is essential for obtaining a binding interaction at the TPSS
level. Electron correlation and the D3 correction consider not only aurophilic interactions
between gold atoms but they also take van der Waals interaction between the rest of the
molecules into account. van der Waals and electrostatic interactions between the organic
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moieties affect the stacking energies and the distances between the molecules in the stacks.
Hydrogen bonds with the OH groups can also contribute to the interaction energy between
the molecules in the stacks.
The potential energy curve for the rotation of the monomers from ECL (0◦ ) to the STA
(60◦ ) structure is a barrierless decreasing function with an 26 kJ/mol lower energy for the
STA structure. The monomer structures were kept fixed with an intermolecular distance of
3.40 Å resulting in a Au–Au distance of 3.93 Å for the 60◦ rotated structure, which is slightly
longer than the intermolecular Au–Au distance of 3.85 Å for the optimized STA structure.

4.1

The triplet-state structure of [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ]2

The molecular structure of the lowest triplet state of the [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ]2 dimer shown
in Figure 3d was optimized at the TPSS-D3 level. The intermolecular Au–Au distances are
shorter for the triplet state than for the singlet ground state with a shortest intermolecular
Au–Au distance of 2.860 Å as compared to 3.579 Å for the SLD structure of the singlet ground
state. The triplet state has a SLD structure similar to the ground state and the monomers
are less parallel relatively to each other than in the ground-state structure. The secondshortest intermolecular Au–Au distance is 3.409 Å. The intramolecular Au–Au distances
of the trinuclear complexes are only 4-6 pm shorter in the triplet state that in the singlet
ground state. The more compact structure of the [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ]2 dimer in its triplet
state has a considerable influence on the lowest excitation energies and thus on the Stokes
shift as discussed in Section 6.

5

Molecular structures of the [Au3(RN=CR0)3]n stacks

The calculations on the stacks show that the intermolecular Au–Au distances depend on the
R/R0 substituents and on the number of monomers in the stacks. In stacks with three or
four [Au3 (RN=CR0 )3 ] units, we obtained alternating intermolecular distances in the stacks.
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Dimer structures with shorter intramolecular Au–Au contacts can be identified in the stacks
with the other [Au3 (RN=CR0 )3 ] units pushed slightly farther away. The intermolecular
Au–Au distances of the [Au3 (RN=CR0 )3 ]n stacks are given in Table 3.
Table 3: The shortest intermolecular Au–Au distances (in Å) in the [Au3 (RN=CR0 )3 ]n stacks
as obtained in the optimizations at the TPSS-D3/def2-TZVP level.
R/R0
H/OH
H/OH
H/OH
H/OH
Me/OMe
c
Pe/OMe
Ph/OH
Ph/OMe

5.1

Structure
ECL
STA
SLD

n=3

n=4

Exp. 14

3.399,3.413
3.157-3.556

3.171-3.349
3.158-3.689
3.527-3.903

3.220

n=2
3.443
3.852
3.533
3.422-3.438
4.160

3.390,3.409

3.466

3.190,3.530,3.155

3.533-4.376

[Au3 (HN=COH)3 ]n (n = 3–4)

The molecular structures of the [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ] trimer (5) optimized at the TPSS-D3
level are shown in Figures 5c, 5d and 5e. For [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ]3 , the hth orientation is
the most stable structure with intermolecular Au–Au distances ranging between 3.22 Å and
3.42 Å. The hhh stack is the least-stable structure lying 44 kJ/mol above the hth structure.
The hht structure is 8.9 kJ/mol above the hth one. Thus, the lowest energy is obtained for
alternating head-tail structures. The relative energies of the dimers, trimers and tetramers
with different head-tail orientations are given in Table 4.
The optimized structures of the [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ]4 tetramers (6) are shown in Figures
5f-5i and the relative energies are given in Table 4. The individual complexes form a slided
structure that has an alternating structure with one and two Au–Au connections to the
neighboring molecules as seen in Figure 6. The individual molecules are slightly tilted and
slided leading to a helical stack with short Au–Au distances of 3.35 Å and 3.17 Å. The calculated structure is reminiscent of the recently reported experimental structure by Beltrán et
12

al., 28 where the trinuclear gold(I) complexes form helical columns that are mutually rotated
by about 40◦ .
The stability of the head-head (hh) and head-tail (ht) configurations was assessed by
optimizing several structures of the [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ]n , n = 2,3,4 oligomers. The hh and
ht of [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ]2 ; the hhh, hht, and hth structures of [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ]3 and the
hhhh, hhht, hhtt, and htht structures of [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ]4 shown in Figure 5 were studied.
The starting point for the optimizations was an eclipsed conformation and no symmetry
constraints were imposed. The relative energies and shortest intermolecular Au-Au distances
in the optimized structures are listed in Table 4. The most stable conformations were
found to be the ones with alternating head-tail structures, which is in disagreement with the
conclusions that were drawn based on investigations of some crystal structures in the work by
McDougald et al. 16 The shortest intramolecular Au-Au distances are found for the head-tail
pairs, and consequently the energetically most favorable trimer and tetramer conformations
are the hth and htht structures, respectively. The alternating stacking structures reduce the
steric interaction and decrease the electrostatic repulsion between the monomers leading to
shorter Au-Au distances and stronger aurophilic interactions.
Table 4: Relative energies Erel (in kJ/mol) and the shortest Au-Au distances R(Au-Au) (in
Å) for the different conformers of [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ]n , n = 2,3,4.
Conformer
hh
ht
hhh
hht
hth
hhhh
hhht
hhtt
htht

Erel
10.3
0.0
44.2
8.9
0.0
32.1
11.1
11.9
0.0

R(Au-Au)
3.590
3.266
3.527
3.558
3.235
3.541
3.545
3.553
3.253

3.462
3.269
3.247
3.379
3.552
3.190
3.197
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3.551
3.238
3.553
3.253

(a)

(d)

(g)

(b)

(e)

(h)

(c)

(f)

(i)

Figure 5: The optimized molecular structure of [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ]n , n = 2,3,4 in the (a) hh,
(b) ht, (c) hhh, (d) hht, (e) hth, (f) hhhh, (g) hhht, (h) hhtt, and (i) htht conformation. The
structures were optimized at the TPSS-D3/def2-TZVP level.
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5.2

[Au3 (MeN=COMe)3 ]n (n = 2–4)

The structure of the [Au3 (MeN=CR0 )3 ] solid-state materials with R0 = OMe or On Bu form
trigonal prismatic structures with short intramolecular Au–Au distances of 3.38 Å and 3.433.48 Å, respectively. 14,16 The prismatic hh stacks were observed in only one of the four
stacking motifs of the [Au3 (MeN=COMe)3 ] solids, whereas the [Au3 (MeN=COn Bu)3 ] solid
exhibits alternating (ht) stacks similar to the computationally-predicted one.
Molecular structure optimization at the TPSS-D3 level of the [Au3 (MeN=COMe)3 ]n , n
= 2,3,4 stacks yielded similar geometries as observed experimentally. In the dimer (7), the
intermolecular Au–Au bond distances range from 3.39 Å to 3.44 Å, whereas shorter intermolecular Au–Au distances of 3.16-3.35 Å were obtained for the trimer (8) and the tetramer
(9). The stacks have two short and one long intermolecular Au–Au contacts as in the experimentally observed chair-like conformation, which has intermolecular Au–Au distances of
3.22 Å to 3.52 Å. 14 The optimized structure of the [Au3 (MeN=COMe)3 ]4 tetramer (9) has a
helical structure consisting of slided and tilted trinuclear complexes with short intermolecular
Au–Au distances of 3.18 Å, whereas in the solid state, the individual [Au3 (MeN=COMe)3 ]
molecules are packed into symmetric trigonal prismatic ordered stacks (two-third) and staggered disordered stacks (one-third). 14 Thus, the repulsion energy between the ligand groups
is apparently smaller than the energy gain when packing the molecules into regular stacks
in the solid state.

5.3

[Au3 (c PeN=COMe)3 ]n and [Au3 (PhN=COMe)3 ]n (n = 2,4)

The spacings between the individual molecules of the [Au3 (RN=CR0 )3 ]n stacks are affected
by the interactions between the R and R0 ligands on different molecules. The molecular structures for stacks of trinuclear gold(I) complexes with bulky ligands such as R = c Pe and R =
Ph were optimized at the TPSS-D3 level. The [Au3 (c PeN=COMe)3 ]2 dimer (10) has a slided
structure with a long intermolecular Au–Au distance of 4.437 Å. The [Au3 (c PeN=COMe)3 ]4
tetramer (11) has one long and one short intermolecular Au–Au distance of 4.302 Å and 3.527
15

(a)
(b)
(c)

Figure 6:
The molecular structures of (a) [Au3 (MeN=COMe)3 ]2 (7), (b)
[Au3 (MeN=COMe)3 ]3 (8), and (c) [Au3 (MeN=COMe)3 ]4 (9) optimized at the TPSSD3/def2-TZVP level.
Å, respectively, which leads to the dimeric structure shown in Figure 7. The calculations
largely reproduce the experimental structures with alternating long and short intermolecular Au–Au distances of 4.438 Å and 3.466 Å. 16 A similar solid-state structure is found for
perfluoro-ortho-phenylene mercury compounds whose molecules form dimeric stacks with a
staggered orientation of the individual molecules. 62 Some of the nonplanar cyclopentyl (c Pe)
ligands can turn away from the molecular plane in the [Au3 (c PeN=COMe)3 ]n stacks. In
the [Au3 (c PeN=COMe)3 ]4 tetramer shown in Figure 7, the two molecules in the middle of
the tetramer stack form a dimer with the c Pe groups turned outwards leading to a short
intermolecular Au–Au distance of 3.527 Å, whereas the outer [Au3 (c PeN=COMe)3 ] moieties
with the c Pe groups oriented inwards have a long intermolecular distance of 3.903 Å to its
neighboring molecule.
The planar phenyl ligands allow a closer stacking with π-π interactions between the aromatic rings leading to the shortest intramolecular distance of 3.155 Å. Surprisingly, this distance is even shorter than that obtained for the [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ]2 dimer. Thus, the molecular structures of [Au3 (PhN=COMe)3 ]n stacks shown in Figure 8 significantly differ from
the structures obtained with R = c Pe. The molecular structure of the [Au3 (PhN=COMe)3 ]2
dimer (12) shown in Figure 8a has a slided structure with a short intermolecular Au–Au dis16

(b)

(c)

(a)

Figure 7: The molecular structure of the [Au3 (c PeN=COMe)3 ]2 dimer (10) (a) and (b) and
of the [Au3 (c PeN=COMe)3 ]4 tetramer (11) (c) optimized at the TPSS-D3/def2-TZVP level.
tance of 3.533 Å. The Au–Au distance is slightly longer than the intermolecular distance because of the slided structure. Even though the phenyl ligand is bulky, a helical tetramer structure (13) is obtained with three short intermolecular Au–Au distances of 3.249/3.308/3.284
Å as in [Au3 (MeN=COMe)3 ]n , because the π-π interactions between the aromatic phenyl
rings and the aurophilic interaction between the gold atoms pull the trinuclear gold(I) complexes close to each other. The molecular structure of the [Au3 (PhN=COMe)3 ]4 tetramer is
shown in Figure 8b.
A helical stacking is obtained for complex (13), where a pronounced sliding is observed
for stacks with n ≥ 3. The sliding pattern of the stacking leads to strong aurophilic and
other supramolecular interactions even for molecules with bulky ligands such as Ph and c Pe.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8:
The molecular structure of (a) [Au3 (PhN=COMe)3 ]2 (12) and (b)
[Au3 (PhN=COMe)3 ]4 (13) optimized at the TPSS-D3/def2-TZVP level.

6

Calculations of absorption and emission spectra

The hexagonal, triclinic, and monoclinic solid-state structures of [Au3 (MeN=COMe)3 ] and
other structures with various R/R0 ligands have different experimental absorption and emission spectra. 14,16 The hexagonal polymorph of [Au3 (MeN=COMe)3 ] has a broad absorption
band between 240 nm and 420 nm. 14 It has a dual luminescence with a short-lived phosphorescence with the peak maximum at 446 nm and a broad longer-lived phosphorescence
band whose maximum is at 552 nm. 8 The luminescence band with the peak maximum at
446 nm could originate from excitons that are mainly confined on the monomers of the
[Au3 (MeN=COMe)3 ] molecules, since the [Au3 (MeN=COMe)3 ] complex in CHCl3 solution
also emits light in that energy range (400-500 nm). However, a large red shift is observed for
the solid-state excitation energy when monitoring the 446 nm emission band as compared
to the absorption band of [Au3 (MeN=COMe)3 ] in the solution suggesting a different mechanism for the solid state. The prismatic infinite stacks of both [Au3 (MeN=COMe)3 ] and
[Au3 (MeN=COn Bu)3 ] materials attain the blue emission at 446 nm due to a relatively small
Stokes shift. 16 The exciton leading to the yellow luminescence at 552 nm has most likely a significant electron density between the [Au3 (MeN=COMe)3 ] complexes as shown in the dimer
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model in Figure 9b. The hexagonal polymorph also displays yellow solvoluminescence. 8,14,16
Solids with pronounced dimeric structures such as the [Au3 (c PeN=COMe)3 ]4 tetramer
shown in Figure 7 also exhibit lower-energy emission in the yellow-red region with extremely
large Stokes shifts. 16 It is therefore reasonable to assign the yellow emission to self-trapped
excitons in the dimers of the extended stacks. This assignment is also supported by the
suggested mechanism of the solvoluminescence phenomenon in Section 7.
The absorption and emission spectra of the triclinic polymorph is similar to the one
for the hexagonal polymorph in the UV region and in the blue part of the visible spectrum. However, the triclinic structure does not display any strong yellow luminescence.
The photophysical and conducting properties of the triclinic and monoclinic polymorphs
of [Au3 (MeN=COMe)3 ] are similar to those of [Au3 (MeN=COn Bu)3 ] and the ordered prismatic stacks of the hexagonal polymorph of [Au3 (MeN=COMe)3 ]. They have blue emissions
with relatively small Stokes shifts, whereas the yellow emission from the dimeric units of
[Au3 (c PeN=COMe)3 ]2 and [Au3 (MeN=COMe)3 ]2 probably originates from self-trapped excitons. The monoclinic structure has a much narrower absorption band than the two other
solid-state structures, with the absorption maximum at 350 nm. The luminescence band of
the monoclinic polymorph lies between 400 nm and 500 nm. 14
The absorption spectrum of the [Au3 (MeN=COMe)3 ] complex in CHCl3 solution has an
intense absorption band between 230 nm and 300 nm with peak maxima at 250 nm, 265 nm
and 285 nm and it emits light mainly between 400 and 450 nm. 9 Thus, the yellow luminescence with the peak maximum at 552 nm seems to be related to the sandwich structure of
the hexagonal polymorph.
The absorption energies were calculated using the optimized molecular structures of the
singlet ground state, whereas the phosphorescence energies were obtained by calculating the
excitation energy of the first triplet state using the molecular structures optimized for the
lowest triplet state. The lowest singlet-to-singlet excitation energy corresponds to the energetically lowest peak in the experimental absorption spectrum, whereas the transition from
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the lowest triplet state to the ground state can be assigned to the luminescence spectrum.
Solvent effects were accounted for by using the COSMO continuum solvent model in the
calculations.
Calculation of the electron-density difference between the S0 and S1 states using the
molecular structure of the S0 state yields the electron and hole densities of the created
exciton of the S0 →S1 excitation. Analogously, the electron-density difference between the
T1 and S0 states using the molecular structure of the T1 state corresponds to the electron and
hole densities of the annihilated exciton when the molecule emits a photon and returns to the
ground state. 64 The electron density (in red) and hole density (in blue) of the exciton for the
[Au3 (MeN=COMe)3 ]2 dimer are shown in Figure 9. The density difference shows that the
created exciton upon excitation is distributed over the two molecules of the dimer, whereas
relaxation of the molecular structure of the T1 state affects the distribution of the exciton.
For the T1 structure, electron density of the T1 state increases between the monomers pulling
the molecules towards each other, which lowers the total energy of the dimer and the exciton
energy leading to the extremely large Stokes shifts observed for the dimeric structures.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9: (a) The electron-density difference (exciton density) between the ground state and
the lowest excited state singlet state for [Au3 (MeN=COMe)3 ]2 calculated at the B3LYP/def2TZVP level using the molecular structure of the ground state. (b) The electron-density difference between the ground state and the lowest excited triplet state of [Au3 (MeN=COMe)3 ]2
(7) calculated at the same level using the molecular structure of the triplet state. An isosurface value of 0.001 was used.
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6.1

Absorption and emission energies of [Au3 (RN=CR0 )3 ]

The absorption spectra of [Au3 (RN=CR0 )3 ], with R = H, Me, c Pe and R0 = OH, OMe have
been calculated at the TD-DFT level using the B3LYP and BHLYP functionals. The BHLYP
functional with 50% Hartree-Fock exchange has been employed in order to check whether
calculations at the B3LYP level suffer from spurious charge transfer problems. The obtained
absorption and emission energies and wavelengths as well as the corresponding Stokes shifts
for the monomers are summarized in Table 5.
Table 5: The transition energies (in eV) and the corresponding wavelengths (in nm) for the
absorption (S0 → S1 ) and emission (T1 → S0 ) processes of the [Au3 (RN=CR0 )3 ] monomers
are reported. The S0 →S1 · · · T1 →S0 Stokes shifts (in eV) are also reported. The excitation
energies have been calculated at the B3LYP and BHLYP levels using the def2-TZVP basis
set.
R/R0

Level

H/OH
H/OH
Me/OMe
Me/OMe
c
Pe/OMe
c
Pe/OMe

B3LYP
BHLYP
B3LYP
BHLYP
B3LYP
BHLYP

S0 →S1
eV
4.733
5.416
4.654
–
4.686
5.249

T1 →S0
eV
1.334
1.477
1.044
1.395
1.019
1.352

S0 →S1
nm
262
229
266
–
265
236

T1 →S0
nm
929
839
1188
889
1216
917

Stokes shift
eV
3.339
3.939
3.610
–
3.667
3.897

The calculations show that there are rather small differences between the absorption
energies for the three molecules. The S0 →S1 absorption energies calculated at the BHLYP are 0.6-0.7 eV higher than obtained at the B3LYP level. The absorption energy for
[Au3 (MeN=COMe)3 ] could not be obtained at the BHLYP level, because the Kohn-Sham
reference state was not stable. 63 The calculations yielded large S0 →S1 · · · T1 →S0 Stokes shift
of 3.3-3.9 eV. The emission energies and Stokes shifts are larger at the BHLYP level than
obtained in the B3LYP calculations. The B3LYP emission energy of [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ] is
higher than for the two other molecules and its Stokes shift is smaller suggesting that the
excitation process to some extent also involves the substituents. The B3LYP and BHLYP
calculations yielded qualitatively concordant results, even though the BHLYP energies are
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systematically larger than obtained at the B3LYP level.

6.2

Absorption and emission energies of [Au3 (RN=CR0 )3 ]2

The absorption and emission energies of the [Au3 (RN=CR0 )3 ]2 dimers, with R = Me, c Pe
and R0 = OMe calculated at the B3LYP and BHLYP levels are summarized in Table 6.
The absorption and emission energies for the [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ]2 dimer calculated at the
DFT levels are also compared with excitation energies calculated at the ab initio correlated
ADC(2) and CC2 levels of theory.
The absorption energies of [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ]2 and [Au3 (MeN=COMe)3 ]2 are about 0.5
eV red shifted as compared the lowest singlet excitation energy of the corresponding monomers,
whereas [Au3 (c Pe=COMe)3 ] and its dimer have almost the same excitation energies at the
DFT level. Calculations on the dimers at the B3LYP/COSMO and BHLYP/COSMO levels
yielded almost the same excitation energies as obtained in the gas-phase calculation. The
calculated emission energy of the [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ]2 dimer is almost unaffected by the use
of COSMO, whereas COSMO blue shifts the emission energy of [Au3 (c Pe=COMe)3 ]2 by 1 eV
at the B3LYP level and by 0.6 eV at the BHLYP level, indicating that the dimers with larger
substituents suffer from spurious charge transfer problems at the DFT levels. The emission
energies for [Au3 (MeN=COMe)3 ]2 is about 1 eV higher than for [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ]2 suggesting that the emission energy depends more strongly on the molecular structure than the
absorption energy. The emission energy for the ht structure of [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ]2 is about
the same as for [Au3 (MeN=COMe)3 ]2 and almost 1 eV higher than for the hh structure of
[Au3 (HN=COH)3 ]2 . The significantly different emission energies for the hh and ht structures
also lead to a much smaller Stokes shifts for the dimer with ht orientation of the monomers.
The charge transfer problems of the [Au3 (c Pe=COMe)3 ]2 dimer results in much larger Stokes
shifts than for the other dimers. The calculations show that the emission wave length of the
dimers are expected to be in the range of 500-600 nm, which agrees well with experimental
data for the solid-state material. For the [Au3 (c Pe=COMe)3 ] solid, the maximum of the ab22

Table 6: The transition energies (in eV) and wavelengths (in nm) for the S0 → S1 and S0 → T1
absorption processes and for the T1 → S0 emission process of the [Au3 (RN=CR0 )3 ]2 dimers
are listed. The Stokes shifts (in eV) for the S0 →S1 · · · T1 →S0 and S0 →T1 →S0 absorptionemission processes are also reported. The excitation energies have been calculated at the
B3LYP, BHLYP, ADC(2) and CC2 levels of theory using the def2-TZVP basis set. In the
COSMO calculations, an r of 4.81 corresponding to CHCl3 was used.
Dimer

Method

H/OH hh B3LYP
H/OH hh BHLYP
H/OH hh B3LYP/COSMO
Me/OMe

B3LYP

Me/OMe

BHLYP

c

Pe/OMe

B3LYP

c

Pe/OMe

BHLYP

c

Pe/OMe

B3LYP/COSMO

c

Pe/OMe

BHLYP/COSMO

H/OH ht

B3LYP

H/OH ht

BHLYP

H/OH hh ADC(2)
H/OH hh ADC(2)/COSMO
H/OH hh CC2

S0 →S1 T1 →S0
eV
(nm)
4.207
(295)
5.032
(246)
4.302
(288)
4.127
(300)
4.885
(254)
4.447
(279)
5.166
(240)
4.459
(278)
5.145
(241)
4.262
(291)
5.111
(243)
3.961
(313)
4.517
(274)
4.639
(267)

eV
(nm)
2.125
(583)
2.313
(536)
2.092
(593)
2.994
(423)
3.346
(371)
1.250
(992)
1.421
(873)
2.211
(561)
2.069
(599)
2.978
(416)
3.473
(357)
2.130
(582)
2.069
(599)
2.391
(519)
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Stokes shift
S0 →S1 · · · T1 →S0
eV
2.082
2.719
2.210
1.133

S0 →T1 Stokes shift
S0 →T1 →S0
eV
eV
(nm)
3.932
1.807
(315)
4.432
2.119
(280)
4.005
1.913
(310)
3.774
0.780
(329)

1.539
3.197
3.745
2.248
3.076
1.284
1.638

3.625
(342)
4.064
(305)
3.958
(313)
4.055
(306)
3.917
(317)
4.432
(280)

2.375

4.325
(287)

1.934

2.643
1.747
1.986
0.939
0.959

1.831
2.448
2.248

sorption band lies at 316 nm. The wavelength of the maximum of the broad emission band
is 679 nm. 16 These energy are in qualitative agreement with the calculated absorption and
emission wavelengths of the [Au3 (c Pe=COMe)3 ]2 dimer, which are in the range of 240–279
nm and 561–992 nm, respectively, at the employed levels of theory. The ab initio correlated
calculations yielded somewhat larger excitation energies than obtained at the B3LYP level,
whereas essentially the same emission energies were obtained at the DFT and ab initio levels of theory. The calculated absorption and emission energies for [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ]2 are
generally in good agreement with the absorption and emission energies of the hexagonal
solid-state structure of [Au3 (MeN=COMe)3 ]. 8,14
Comparison of the absorption and emission energies calculated at the DFT level with the
ones obtained at the CC2 and ADC(2) levels of theory shows that the B3LYP calculation
slightly underestimate the excitation energies with respect to CC2 but overestimates it as
compared to the value calculated at the ADC(2) level. The BHLYP calculations yielded
slightly higher excitation energies than obtained at the CC2 level of theory.
The triplet excitation energies calculated at the B3LYP level for the optimized groundstate structures of [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ] and [Au3 (MeN=COMe)3 ] are 3.932 eV and 3.774 eV,
respectively, which are about 0.3 eV smaller than the corresponding singlet excitation energies. The singlet-triplet splitting of [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ] is also 0.3 eV at the CC2 level. The
singlet-triplet splittings of the dimers can be obtained as the differences between the Stokes
shifts of the S0 →S1 · · · T1 →S0 and S0 →T1 →S0 absorption-emission processes in Table 6.

6.3

Absorption and emission energies of [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ]n stacks

For the small stacks with two, three, and four gold trimer units studied in this work, the
alternating head-tail (ht) conformation was the most stable structure. The absorption and
emission energies calculated for dimers, trimers and tetramers of [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ] with the
ht structures are summarized in Table 7. For the dimer, the first singlet excitation energies
are very similar for the head-head (hh) and ht structures, whereas the emission energy is
24

Table 7: The transition energies and the corresponding wavelengths (λ) for the S0 →S1
and T1 →S0 processes (in eV and in nm) of the [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ] dimers, trimers and
tetramers with alternating head-tail (ht) configuration are listed. The Stokes shifts for
the S0 →S1 · · · T1 →S0 absorption-emission process (in eV) are also reported. The excitation
energies have been calculated at the B3LYP and BHLYP levels using the def2-TZVP basis
set. The red regions corresponds to a larger electron density for the excited state. The hole
density of the exciton is shown in blue.
System

Method

Dimer ht
Dimer ht
Trimer hth
Trimer hth
Tetramer htht
Tetramer htht

B3LYP
BHLYP
B3LYP
BHLYP
B3LYP
BHLYP

S0 →S1
eV
4.262
5.111
3.864
4.683
3.733
4.468

T1 →S0
eV
2.978
3.473
2.531
3.091
2.345
2.950

S0 →S1
nm
291
243
321
265
332
277

T1 →S0
nm
416
357
490
401
529
420

Stokes shift
eV
1.284
1.638
1.333
1.592
1.388
1.518

blue shifted for the ht dimer as compared to the hh one. The hh conformer has apparently
a larger electron density between the monomers in the excited state than the ht one, despite
it possesses a higher ground-state energy than the alternating ht conformer.
Calculations on the oligomers show that the absorption energy is smaller for the larger
stacks. The excitation energy is approaching a solid state value of about 3.5 eV (350 nm) at
the B3LYP level. The absorption energies calculated at the BHLYP level converge towards
c. 4.2 eV (295 nm) for the solid-state structure. The B3LYP triplet excitation energy for the
tetramer model attains nearly matching values to experimental solid-state excitation data
that portray to the visible region. 16 Calculations on the dimers suggest that these values
are upper and lower bounds for the absorption energy for the solid-state material. At the
B3LYP level, the S0 →S1 · · · T1 →S0 Stokes shifts are about 1.3 eV and almost independent
of the size of the oligomers. BHLYP calculations yield absorption and emission energies
as well as Stokes shifts that are somewhat larger than obtained at the B3LYP level. The
calculations reproduce the experimental trend that the Stokes shifts decrease for larger clusters as compared to the dimers. An emission energy plateau is seen for the BHLYP T1 →S0
energies in Table 7, whereas the absorption energies continue to red shift when increasing
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the cluster size, which is consistent with the experimental findings that dimeric solids emit
in the yellow-red with large Stokes shifts, whereas extended-chain stacks have smaller Stokes
shifts and emit blue light.

7

Solvoluminescence mechanism

The hexagonal polymorph of [Au3 (MeN=COMe)3 ] displays solvoluminescence, that is, bright
yellow light that is emitted when adding solvent to the crystals after they have been irradiated with near-UV light. 8,9,14,16 The triclinic and monoclinic polymorphs are not solvoluminescent nor any of the other R/R0 variations in Refs. 14 and 16. So far, the monoclinic
[Au3 (MeN=COMe)3 ] crystalline form with ordered and disordered stacks is the only solvoluminescent trinuclear gold(I) material. Even the Me/On Bu structure with uniform ordered
stacks does not display solvoluminescence. The phenomenon is known to be related to the
stacking structure of the planar trinuclear gold(I) complexes in the solid state. 8,9,11,15
Irradiation of the crystals creates long-lived excitons that are stored somewhere in the
crystals. It is not elucidated where in the solid the excitation energy is stored. 15 The present
calculations suggest that the excitons are released from the solid and bind to dimers that are
formed in the solution phase when the crystals are dissolved. Yellow light is emitted when the
dissolved excited dimers return to the ground state and dissociates. The electron density of
the exciton between the molecules increases the binding energy of the excited dimers leading
to their stabilization. The absence of the solvoluminescence for the Me/On Bu structure might
be due to the bulky n Bu substituents that hamper the formation of stable excited dimers
in solution or the disordered stacks play a crucial role. Alternatively, the n Bu substituents
prevent the exciton storage in the solid state. [Au3 (RN=COR0 )3 ] materials with larger
R/R0 substituents might dissolve directly into monomers upon solvent contact, which would
explain why they are not solvoluminescent. The crystal structure of [Au3 (MeN=COMe)3 ]
with staggered stacks seems to be the only trinuclear gold(I) complex that can store long-
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lived excitons in the solid state and form stable excited dimers in solution. The present
calculations show that the dimers have a large Stokes shift with absorption in the UV and
emission in the wave-length region of 500 nm to 600 nm corresponding to the yellow light of
the solvoluminescence.
The dimers are known to absorb at higher energies and emit at lower energy than the
extended stacks, as shown in Table 7 for the two extreme cases of c Pe/OMe and Me/On Bu,
whereas the excitation spectra of the hexagonal Me/OMe polymorph are identical for the
yellow and the blue emission bands. 16 We hypothesize therefore that the energy stored
in the stacks is transferred to the self-trapped dimer sites in the disordered stack; this
energy is thereafter released upon solvent contact that leads to dissolution of dimers at high
concentration near the surface. Dimerization of cyclotrimer molecules at high concentrations
is not unusual, as known for other compositions. 13

8

Summary and conclusions

We have computationally studied the molecular structures of stacked cyclic trinuclear gold(I)
complexes ([Au3 (RN=CR0 )3 ]n with n = 1–4). The considered R and R0 substituents are R
= H, Me, c Pe, Ph and R0 = OH, OMe. The structure optimizations were performed at the
TPSS-D3 and MP2 levels of theory.
For the [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ]2 dimer, the structure optimizations yielded a slided stacked
structure, where the center of the monomers are shifted relatively to each other. The slided
structure is at the MP2 level 32 kJ/mol more stable than the staggered dimer. The eclipsed
dimer structure lies 11 kJ/mol above the staggered one. In the stacks, the monomers can be
oriented in the head (h) or tail (t) direction. The slided alternating head-tail (ht) structure
of the [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ]2 dimer was found to be energetically lower than the corresponding
head-head (hh) structure. For the trimers and tetramers, the alternating (hth) and (htht)
structures are also the most stable conformations, which does not agree with interpretations
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of X-ray structures in a previous study. 16
Optimizations of the molecular structure of [Au3 (MeN=COMe)3 ]n yielded a novel conformation, in which the individual molecules are tilted and slided relatively to each other
leading to a helical stack with short Au–Au distances. The structure is reminiscent of the
recently reported experimental structure forming helical columns with molecules that are
mutually rotated by about 40◦ . 28 The interaction between aromatic substituents leads to a
planar and prismatic structure of the [Au3 (PhN=COMe)3 ]4 tetramer with short intermolecular Au–Au distances, due to the additional π-π interactions between the phenyls. Due to
the steric interaction of the bulky substituents such as c Pe, the molecules form dimer structures with a rather short intermolecular distance. The intermolecular distance between the
dimers is significantly longer. The molecules have a slided structure with respect to each
other leading to helical stacks.
Optimization of the molecular structure of the triplet state of the [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ]
dimer yields a tilted and slided structure with one short Au–Au distance of 2.860 Å. The
slided structure of the triplet state is similar to the ground-state structure. However, the
monomers are less parallel relatively to each other than in the ground-state structure. The
short Au–Au distance stabilizes the exciton leading to a significantly smaller excitation
energy than for the ground-state structure resulting in very large Stokes shifts.
Excitation energies were calculated for [Au3 (RN=CR0 )3 ] and [Au3 (RN=CR0 )3 ]2 with R
= H, Me, c Pe and R0 = OH and OMe at the B3LYP level using the optimized molecular
structures of the singlet ground state. Solvent effects estimated using COSMO are less than
±0.1 eV. Luminescence spectra were obtained by calculating the excitation energy of the
first triplet state using the molecular structure optimized for the lowest triplet state.
Excitation energies of [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ] and [Au3 (HN=COH)3 ]2 calculated at the CC2
and ADC(2) levels of theory agree well with the ones calculated at the DFT level using
B3LYP and BHLYP functionals. The calculated absorption and emission energies reproduce
experimental trends with absorption in the near-UV region and extremely large Stokes shifts
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leading to luminescence in the yellow range. The present calculations suggest that solvoluminescence involves excited stacked dimers that emit yellow light when they are dissolved,
since monomers do not irradiate in that energy range.
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Graphical TOC Entry

Molecular structures as well as absorption and emission energies of
stacked cyclic trinuclear gold(I) complexes [Au3 (RN=CR0 )3 ]n , with n =
1–4, where R is hydrogen, methyl, cyclopentyl, phenyl, and R0 is hydroxy
and methoxy have been studied at first-principle computational levels
of theory. Calculated absorption and luminescence spectra qualitatively
agree with the measured spectra and Stokes shifts. A solvoluminescence
mechanism is proposed.
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